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Council moves to lessen traffic disruption on Ascot Road during essential new 
free school gas connection works 

The council has taken steps to ensure disruption to traffic and residents is reduced to a minimum 
while essential gas connection works are carried out on Ascot Road in Holyport. 

  

Morland Utilities is starting work on Tuesday 22 April to install the medium pressure gas 
connection for Holyport College. The work is expected to take up to eight weeks to complete. 
Morland Utilities – a sub-contractor of Willmott Dixon Construction who is building the school – 
were instructed to carry out the works after National Grid could not guarantee completion of a 
preferred low pressure gas connection within an acceptable period of time. 

  

The council has advised Morland Utilities that access on Ascot Road needs to be maintained at all 
times while the work is carried out and traffic flow will be controlled by two-way traffic lights. At 
weekends no work will be carried out and the road will be two-way. 

  

Cllr Geoff Hill, cabinet member for highways and transport, said: “The council has done all it can on 
behalf of residents to ensure that disruption – while this vital piece of work is carried out – is kept to 
a minimum. We have stressed that access on Ascot Road needs to be maintained at all times 
using two-way traffic lights and we have advised the contractors that no work should be carried out 
at weekends to lessen the impact on traffic and the community.” 

  

The chair of governors and founder of Holyport College, Simon Dudley, apologised to local 
residents and road users after learning that a low pressure gas connection could not be 
guaranteed by National Grid before the school opens this September. 

  



Mr Dudley said: “It is bitterly disappointing that after months of exploratory work and 
communication with National Grid – starting in May 2013 – we have been told it would take an 
unprecedented 19 and a half months to achieve a low pressure gas connection for Holyport 
College.  

  

“Despite representations at the highest level, National Grid has been unable to guarantee us a low 
pressure gas connection prior to the school opening. For this reason, at considerable cost to 
Holyport College, we have had no alternative but to progress a medium pressure gas connection 
from approaching 1.1 miles from the site.  

  

“We can only apologise to all road users and local residents for the disruption this will cause. As 
you can imagine, we would far rather have spent close on £150,000 of additional costs for the 
benefit of the pupils of Holyport College rather than this expensive though essential exercise.” 

  

Holyport College will provide 500 places for pupils aged 11 to 19 years and Eton College – as the 
sole educational sponsor – is supporting the school by taking a leading role on the governing body. 
The school will open in September with 120 pupils in total in Year 7 and Year 9, many from 
Holyport. 
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